been relined with wider spaces to
allow better access for disabled
people and people with
pushchairs. A pay & display
payment system has been
installed, enabling motorists to
pay using their card via

pay for parking via up app, online
portal, text or phone.
Colchester Borough Council’s
portfolio holder for safer
communities and licensing, Cllr
Mike Lilley, said: “Colchester is a
beautiful town and the

explore and have fun.
“By investing in our transport
infrastructure we are both
supporting the borough’s
economic growth and enabling
Colchester to make more of its
great heritage and culture.”

hours, costs from 90p for up to
30 minutes on a sliding scale for
long stay parking; with three
hours costing £3.30 (Monday to
Friday and Sunday only). The
evening charge from 6pm to
midnight is £2.
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Car park
contractors return
the Winnersh
See
Colchester’s
TowntoWall
in a newTriangle
light
half the spaces to remain in use at
all times. The two ramps up to the
roof had to be kept operational
when the car park was in use, so
these were treated during a
weekend possession and returned
to full use, with their new
waterproofing system applied, on
a Monday morning.
“MMA chemistry is ideal for this
sort of project,” said Peter Bitten.
“When you have a limited
window or there’s a risk of
interruption, by the weather, for
example, MMA allows you to
complete a layer quickly. The
MMA formulation also has the
advantage over other systems of
allowing a partial application that
The Mayor of Colchester, Cllr
can be left for completion at a
Julie Young, said: “The
later date. With other systems,
refurbishment has hugely
once the product has cured,
improved the look of the area
subsequent layers don’t bond
and the lighting on the Town
well. With MMA, each layer fuses
Wall celebrates our heritage.”
with the one below, even after it
The car park, which is open 24
has cured.
hours, costs from 90p for up to
“PU systems are still widely
30 minutes on a sliding scale for
used, but with a job like this MMA
long stay parking; with three
really comes into its own MMA
hours costing £3.30 (Monday to
technology attracts a premium
Friday and Sunday only). The
over PU but the advantage of
evening charge from 6pm to
rapid application and minimal
midnight is £2.
disruption often means it is more
cost-effective in the long run.”

RICHARD WALKER

Tremco illbruck
Improvement
worksand
at Priory
Street
Car
Park
in
Colchester
Cemplas reunite
to have
been completed ahead of
refit office car park
schedule. The
Colchester
Borough Council car park has
An office car park in the Winnersh
undergone a complete makeover
Triangle has been upgraded 17
lasting 16 weeks. It has been
years after it opened by the same
given new surfacing, improved
contractor using the same
landscaping and architectural
materials. The car park at 200
lighting to celebrate the Town
Berkshire Place serves offices
Wall.
occupied by tenants including
Colchester invested around
Sage and Amdocs.
£500,000 in the Priory Street Car
When erected in 2000,
Park upgrade.
contractor Cemplas protected the
In developing the plans the
top deck of the car park using the
council has consulted residents,
Tretodek, Tremco’s polyurethane
businesses and interested parties.
(PU) waterproofing system.
Scheduled Monument Consent
After almost two decades’
was secured from Historic
service, the system was starting to
England and the Department for
show its age and the landlord
Communities and
Local
wanted a new 10-year warranted
Government.
system. Fidelity appointed
A new car park layout has been
Resolute Property Consultancy to
designed to improve vehicle and
specify a replacement system and
pedestrian access. The site has
supervise its application.
been relined with wider spaces to
During the period since the
allow better access for disabled
original application, tremco
people and people with
illbruck has undergone a repushchairs. A pay & display
branding and its products had
payment system has been
evolved. The Tretodek had been
installed, enabling motorists to
replaced by a new Tremco PU
pay using their card via
system. However, because the
original system was felt to have

The new look top deck at Berkshire Place
The Priorywell
Street
Car Park
at night
performed
beyond
its original
design life, Resolute founder and
contactless and chip card. These
partner,
Mark
Goulding,
run alongside other cashless
contacted tremco illbruck and
payment options including
spoke to sales manager Peter
ApplePay, MiPermit, text and
Bitten for advice.
phone or coin. Chipside’s
“The old Tretodek system has a
MiPermit enables people to set a
10-year warranty and had reached
secure account via which they
the end of its natural life without
pay for parking via up app, online
anything but the most basic
portal, text or phone.
maintenance, so it had done
Colchester Borough Council’s
pretty well,” said Bitten. “But it
portfolio holder for safer
had been installed on a newcommunities and licensing, Cllr
build. The car park is now in
Mike Lilley, said: “Colchester is a
constant use and there was no
beautiful town and the
possibility of closing it for any
length of time.”

Therefore, Bitten recommended
a rapid curing methylmethacrylate
landscaping and architectural
(MMA) waterproofing system on
lighting of the Town Wall has
the basis that this would minimise
really improved the area, creating
disruption to car park users.
a high quality parking facility. The
An invitation to tender was
introduction
of
cashless
raised to strip out and replace the
payments
allows
people
system and Cemplas was
maximum flexibility to shop,
appointed, seeing it return to the
explore and have fun.
site. Cemplas is one of tremco
“By investing in our transport
illbruck’s longest serving approved
infrastructure we are both
applicator partners. To limit
supporting the borough’s
disruption to the offices’
economic growth and enabling
employees a traffic management
Colchester to make more of its
plan was developed. This saw the
great heritage and culture.”
top deck waterproofing system
replaced in two sections, allowing
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Car park contractors return to the Winnersh

Tremco illbruck and
Cemplas reunite to
refit office car park
An office car park in the Winnersh
Triangle has been upgraded 17
years after it opened by the same
contractor using the same
materials. The car park at 200
Berkshire Place serves offices
occupied by tenants including
Sage and Amdocs.
When erected in 2000,
contractor Cemplas protected the
top deck of the car park using the
Tretodek, Tremco’s polyurethane
(PU) waterproofing system.
After almost two decades’
service, the system was starting to
show its age and the landlord
wanted a new 10-year warranted
system. Fidelity appointed
Resolute Property Consultancy to
specify a replacement system and
supervise its application.
During the period since the
original application, tremco
illbruck has undergone a rebranding and its products had
evolved. The Tretodek had been
replaced by a new Tremco PU
system. However, because the
original system was felt to have

The new look top deck at Berkshire Place
performed well beyond its original
design life, Resolute founder and
partner,
Mark
Goulding,
contacted tremco illbruck and
spoke to sales manager Peter
Bitten for advice.
“The old Tretodek system has a
10-year warranty and had reached
the end of its natural life without
anything but the most basic
maintenance, so it had done
pretty well,” said Bitten. “But it
had been installed on a newbuild. The car park is now in
constant use and there was no
possibility of closing it for any
length of time.”

Therefore, Bitten recommended
a rapid curing methylmethacrylate
(MMA) waterproofing system on
the basis that this would minimise
disruption to car park users.
An invitation to tender was
raised to strip out and replace the
system and Cemplas was
appointed, seeing it return to the
site. Cemplas is one of tremco
illbruck’s longest serving approved
applicator partners. To limit
disruption to the offices’
employees a traffic management
plan was developed. This saw the
top deck waterproofing system
replaced in two sections, allowing

half the spaces to remain in use at
all times. The two ramps up to the
roof had to be kept operational
when the car park was in use, so
these were treated during a
weekend possession and returned
to full use, with their new
waterproofing system applied, on
a Monday morning.
“MMA chemistry is ideal for this
sort of project,” said Peter Bitten.
“When you have a limited
window or there’s a risk of
interruption, by the weather, for
example, MMA allows you to
complete a layer quickly. The
MMA formulation also has the
advantage over other systems of
allowing a partial application that
can be left for completion at a
later date. With other systems,
once the product has cured,
subsequent layers don’t bond
well. With MMA, each layer fuses
with the one below, even after it
has cured.
“PU systems are still widely
used, but with a job like this MMA
really comes into its own MMA
technology attracts a premium
over PU but the advantage of
rapid application and minimal
disruption often means it is more
cost-effective in the long run.”
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